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This paper investigates the generation of quadrature-squeezed states of light using a degenerate optical
parametric amplifier~DOPA! that is pumped by a focused Gaussian beam. The formulation that is presented
facilitates the calculation of squeezing for an arbitrary local oscillator beam. This formulation also establishes
a formal equivalence between the classical parametric gain and the measured level of squeezing. The maxi-
mum squeezing that can be achieved using a Gaussian-beam local oscillator is determined to be limited to 13.4
dB, as a consequence of gain-induced diffraction. The phase lag of the maximally squeezed quadrature is
shown to be significantly different from the plane-wave theoretic value ofp/2, unless the focusing is very
weak. The use of a second DOPA for generating a local oscillator beam that is matched to the squeezed field
is also investigated. In this case, squeezing is limited only by the available pump power.
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Degenerate optical parametric amplifiers~DOPA’s! play
an important role in the generation of nonclassical state
light such as squeezed states@1–4#. A DOPA is a phase-
sensitive light amplifier, whose gain depends on the opt
phase difference between the pump and the input sig
fields. This property results in one phase quadrature of
input signal field being amplified~parametric gain greate
than unity!, while the orthogonal quadrature gets deamplifi
~parametric gain less than unity!. When the input signal to a
DOPA is in a vacuum state, the output signal become
quadrature-squeezed vacuum state that exhibits quan
fluctuations that are below the quantum limit for the dea
plified quadrature@2,5#.
In this paper, we present an accurate and detailed ana
of Gaussian-beam pumped DOPA’s. Modeling of practi
DOPA’s is crucial for both designing experiments aimed
generating large levels of squeezing, and also understan
the spatial properties of the generated squeezed field.
typical experiment, the Gaussian-beam nature of the pu
field brings about transverse gain variations that influe
the behavior of the DOPA. A number of authors have inv
tigated the effects of these gain variations in Gaussian-b
pumped DOPA’s@6–8#. These models have shown that t
signal field experiences phase and amplitude distortions
influence the net gain or squeezing achieved by the DO
In particular, the authors of Ref.@6# concluded that quadra
ture squeezing with a Gaussian-beam DOPA is limited t
dB as a consequence of these distortions. Even though
model brings out the importance of phase and amplitude
tortions in the signal field, its quantitative conclusions a
incorrect as a consequence of two erroneous assumpt
First, the authors have assumed that the phase of the m
mally squeezed quadrature lags the pump phase byp/2,
which is the value predicted by the plane-wave theory
DOPA’s @9#. This false assumption leads to a significant u




























with a Gaussian-beam pumped DOPA. Second, this mo
neglects the Gouy phase of the pump beam, resulting
miscalculation of the phase-sensitive gain at regions aw
from the focus. On the other hand, the classical analysis
Ref. @8# also assumes the plane-wave theoretic value ofp/2
for the phase lag of the maximally deamplified quadratu
Furthermore, this model is limited to the weak focusing
gime, where the confocal parameter of the pump beam
much larger than the interaction length. Likewise, the mo
of Ref. @7# is also limited to the weak focusing regime, an
takes the optimal phase lag to bep/2.
The Gaussian-beam pumped DOPA model presente
this paper facilitates accurate calculation of the pha
sensitive DOPA gain and the resulting squeezing. Our mo
is valid in all focusing regimes, as long as the parame
interaction can be considered to be perfectly phase matc
This analysis is based on a modal expansion of the sig
field in terms of cylindrically symmetric Laguerre-Gaussi
beams. In Sec. II, we outline our formulation for calculatin
the classical small-signal gain of a Gaussian-beam pum
DOPA for an arbitrary cylindrically symmetric input signa
beam. In Sec. III, we investigate the generation of squee
vacuum states with a DOPA, and the detection of these st
using a local oscillator~LO! beam of arbitrary profile. Here
we show that the measured squeezing level is equal to
classical deamplification~one over the parametric gain! ex-
perienced by an arbitrary input signal to the DOPA, if t
conjugate of that input were to be used as the LO beam in
detection of squeezed vacuum generated by the same DO
An important consequence is that the classical formulation
Sec. II can be used to calculate squeezing. In Sec. IV,
apply the results of the previous sections to the case o
Gaussian beam LO~or input signal!. Here, we show that the
maximum squeezing that can be achieved with a Gaus
LO beam is about 13 dB, a figure much higher than the 6-
limit of Ref. @6#. In Sec. V, we investigate the generation
LO beams that are matched to the distorted spatial profile
the squeezed field@10,11#. Here we show that a matched LO
















































PRA 60 4123ANALYSIS OF GAUSSIAN-BEAM DEGENERATE . . .one used for the generation of squeezed vacuum, and tha
squeezing level detected using such a matched LO is lim
only by the available pump power.
II. CLASSICAL DOPA ANALYSIS
In this section, we formulate a method for calculating t
classical small-signal gain of a traveling-wave DOP
pumped by a focused Gaussian beam. We consider a ge
etry where the waist of the pump beam is located at
center of the nonlinear crystal. We assume that there is
fect phase matching, no pump depletion, and no spatial w
off between the pump and the signal beams. This formu
tion facilitates the calculation of the small-signal gain of
DOPA for any~cylindrically symmetric! input signal beam.
Since the configuration at hand has cylindrical symme
we express all fields as1z propagating waves with trans
verse amplitude profiles that depend only on the radial
tance r5Ax21y2 and the propagation distancez. For a
pump beam at an optical frequency of 2v, we consider a
signal field described by
Es~r ,t !5
1
2 As~r,z!exp@ i ~vt2ksz!#1c.c., ~1!
where c.c. denotes the complex conjugate of the first te
Under the slowly varying envelope approximation, the sig







2 As~r,z!52 ikAp~r,z!As* ~r,z!,
~2!
whereAp(r,z) is the pump field amplitude,k5vde /nsc is
the nonlinear coupling constant,de is the effective nonlinear
coefficient,ns is the refractive index,ks5nsv/c is the wave
number of the signal field, and¹'
2 5]2/]r21(1/r)]/]r is
the transverse Laplacian in cylindrical coordinates.
Equation ~2! applies to an optical parametric amplifie
~OPA! that is degenerate in all aspects including the po
ization direction; a type-I phase-matched DOPA satisfies
requirement. However, if the OPA is type-II phase match
with orthogonally polarized signal and idler modes, a co
bination of these modes has to be considered as the sign
the DOPA. In this case,ns in Eq. ~2! becomes the geometri
mean of the refractive indices of the signal and idler mod
However, since the wave numbers of the two modes
different, it is not possible to define a singleks value for the
combined mode. For type-II phase-matched OPA’s, Eq.~2!
holds approximately if the wave numbers of the signal a
idler modes are close to each other.
In a plane-wave analysis, ther dependence of the field
and hence the transverse Laplacian term in Eq.~2! disappear.
In this case, the pump field amplitude is a constantAp(z)
5uApuexp(ifp), and, since the interaction is phase match
the pump wave numberkp52ks . The solution of the plane
wave problem for a crystal of lengthl that is centered atz
50 is @9#





















m5cosh~k l uApu!, ~4!
n5sinh~k l uApu!. ~5!
The DOPA gain is given by
g~u!5U As~ l /2!As~2 l /2!U
2
5um1exp@ i ~u2p/2!#nu2, ~6!
where u5fp22fs is the phase difference between th
pump and the signal waves at the input of the crystal, a
As(2 l /z0)5uAsuexp(ifs). Equation~6! reveals the phase de
pendent nature of the DOPA gain. The maximum amplific
tion is
max$g~u!%5~m1n!25exp~2k l uApu!, ~7!
and occurs atu5p/2. On the other hand, maximum deam
plification max$1/g(u)% is equal to maximum amplification
in magnitude, and occurs atu52p/2.





expS 2r2/W02122iz/z0D , ~8!
whereW0 is the radius of the beam waist located atz50,
z05kpW0
2 is the confocal parameter~twice the Rayleigh
range!, kp52ks is the pump wave number, andAp0
5uAp0uexp(ifp) is a complex constant whose amplitude
related to the pump power Pp through uAp0u
5A8vPp /pz0c2e0. The transformationsz5jz0 and r




2 As~r ,j!52 ig exp~ ifp!up~r ,j!As* ~r ,j!,
~9!





expS 2r 2122i j D . ~10!
Since the DOPA is a phase-sensitive amplifier, it is de
able to keep the phase differenceu5fp22fs constant at all
points along both the transverse and longitudinal directio
For this reason, it is common practice to choose the in
signal to be a Gaussian beam that has the same con
parameter and beam waist location as the pump beam. Fi
1 shows the phase fronts of the signal and pump beams in
absence of any parametric interaction between them. E
though the phase curvatures of the two beams are the s
everywhere, the presence of the Gouy phase terms resu
a gradual slip in the phase differenceu as a function ofz.
This phase slip should not be neglected even forl /z0!1,
since the derivative of the Gouy phase with respect toz is
maximum atz50. The magnitude of the gain is influence
by this phase slip even at small values ofl /z0.
Note that in the Gaussian beam analysis of the DOPA
is convenient to defineu as the phase difference between t





























































4124 PRA 60KAHRAMAN G. KÖPRÜLÜ AND ORHAN AYTÜRbetween them. This convention assures that the definitio
u is independent ofl /z0. Alternatively, the phase differenc
can be defined at the input plane (z52 l /2). This phase dif-
ferenceu8 is related to the one defined at the center throu
u85u1tan21( l /z0). However, we do not prefer this alterna
tive definition, sinceu8 depends onl /z0 whereasu does not.
In order to calculate the gain experienced by an arbitr
signal input beam, Eq.~9! has to be solved with the initia
condition As(r ,j52j0), where j05 l /2z0. Equation ~9!
does not have an exact analytical solution even when
input signal is a Gaussian beam. An approximate analyt
solution for a Gaussian input was introduced by Choiet al.
@8#. In this analysis, the signal is assumed to have the s
waist location and confocal parameter as the pump, and
solution is obtained using a perturbative method where
result is expressed in terms of powers ofl /z0 up to the qua-
dratic term. This analysis has shown that the transverse
file of the pump intensity results in phase and amplitu
distortions in the signal field, an effect known as ga
induced diffraction~GID!. The overall effect of these distor
tions integrated in the transverse plane brings a limit to
maximum deamplification that can be obtained using
DOPA. However, the solutions in this formulation are on
to the second order inl /z0, and hence the validity of this
model is limited tol /z0!1.
In another analysis introduced by La Porta and Slus
@6#, the signal field is expressed as an infinite sum of
thogonal spatial modes, and the coupling between th
modes as they propagate through the DOPA is investiga
However, this model contains some errors that have sig
cant influence on the results and conclusions. Most imp
tantly, the Gouy phase of the pump beam is missing in
analysis, leading to an error in the calculation of the sque
ing level.
The two aforementioned models share an important m
conception that deamplification~or squeezing! assumes its
maximum value at a phase differenceu52p/2, the value
given by the plane-wave theory. In Sec. IV, we show that
u value that maximizes deamplification depends onl /z0, and
may differ from 2p/2 significantly. Overlooking this issue
results in an underestimation of the deamplification
squeezing levels by several dB.
In our analysis, we express the signal field as a sum
orthonormal spatial modes, much like in the analysis of
FIG. 1. Phase fronts of the Gaussian pump and signal be
inside the nonlinear crystal in the absence of the DOPA interact
The bounding curves show the beam radii (1/e2 of peak intensity!.
For clarity, the wavelength is exaggerated and the pump phas


























Porta and Slusher.@The linearity of Eq.~9!, which makes
such an expansion possible, is a consequence of the u
pleted pump approximation.# Using this expansion, we con
vert Eq. ~9! into an ordinary differential equation in matri
form. This form is useful because it lends itself easily
accurate numerical calculations, and also yields valuable
formation on the coupling between the modes.
The transverse field variations in Eq.~9! may be handled
with other numerical techniques as well. Finite differenci
in the r plane is another method that we have consider
However, this method has a few disadvantages. The
sizes inz and r must satisfy a stability condition, and henc
cannot be chosen arbitrarily small. Furthermore, a fin
sized window has to be used in the transverse plane,
even when absorbing boundary conditions are used, this
troduces additional errors. Moreover, for largerl /z0 values,
the window size has to be increased to keep numerical er
small, and this increases the size of the equations. Fina
numerical errors due to finite differencing are larger th
those of the mode expansion method.
Equation~9! reduces to the paraxial Helmholtz equatio
when its right-hand side is equal to zero. The general so
tion of this homogeneous equation can be written in terms
Laguerre-Gaussian beams.~The cylindrical symmetry of the
geometry makes Laguerre-Gaussian beams more sui
than Hermite-Gaussian beams.! In general, Laguerre-
Gaussian beams in cylindrical coordinates (r ,w,j) have two
indices, one associated withr and the other withw. Since the
geometry at hand has cylindrical symmetry, we drop the s
ond index and consider only the set of cylindrically symm






whereAn is the complex amplitude of thenth cylindrically
symmetric Laguerre-Gaussian mode,
Gn~r ,j!5LnS r 2
114j2
D 112 i2j
3expS 2r 2/212 i2j Dexp~ i2n tan21 2j!, ~12!
Ln being thenth-order Laguerre polynomial. The cylindri
cally symmetric Laguerre-Gaussian beams are expresse
such a way that they all have the same confocal paramete
the pump, and their waists are all located atj50. The beams




Gn~r ,j!Gm* ~r ,j!r dr 5dnm . ~13!
We use this orthonormal set to express the solution of
inhomogeneous equation by allowing the mode amplitu
to be functions ofj. SubstitutingAs(r ,j) into Eq. ~9!, mul-
tiplying both sides withGm* , and integrating over the trans
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up~r ,j!Gm* ~r ,j!Gn* ~r ,j!r dr GAn* ~j!.
~14!
Equation~14! relates the rate of change of the amplitude
the mth mode to the amplitude of thenth mode. Equation




whereA is the signal vector whose elements are the m
amplitudesAn(j), andT is a square coefficient matrix whos
elements are
Tmn52F22(m1n11)~m1n!!m! n! GF ig exp~ ifp!A114j2 G
3exp@2 i ~2m12n11!tan21 2j#, ~16!
as a result of the integral in Eq.~14!. Therefore, the partia
differential equation of Eq.~9! is now reduced to an ordinar
differential equation in matrix form.
The matrix elementTmn represents the coupling betwee
themth and thenth modes. The first factor in Eq.~16! shows
how the amplitude ofTmn depends on the mode indices. Th
fundamental mode at the input is coupled most strongly
the fundamental mode at the output, and the coupling
creases monotonically as the output mode index increa
The denominator in the second factor signifies the dep
dence of the coupling on the interaction distancej; the cou-
pling between the modes decreases asj increases, as a resu
of decreasing pump intensity away from the beam wais
j50. The last factor is a consequence of the Gouy phase
the pump, input, and output modes. This factor is pres
even whenm5n50, resulting in a phase slip between th
pump and the fundamental mode of the signal, as show
Fig. 1.
The linearity of Eq.~15! allows us to write the genera
solution as
A~j0!5MA~2j0!2 i exp~ ifp!NA* ~2j0!, ~17!
where M (g,j0) and N(g,j0) are state transition matrice
that relate the output to the input signal field. In Appendix
we show thatM andN are symmetric and Hermitian matr
ces, respectively. In Appendix B, we show thatM and N
satisfy the relations
MM* 2NN5I , ~18!
MN* 2NM50, ~19!
whereI is the identity matrix.
Analytical expressions forM and N do not exist. How-
ever, it is possible to calculate the output signal vectorA(j0)
for any specific initial conditionA(2j0) by solving Eq.~15!











sary to find the gain, we evaluate these matrices since
form of the solution is particularly useful in bringing out th
phase dependence of the gain. To calculate then column of
these matrices, we solve Eq.~15! for the initial condition
A~2j0!5exp~ ifs!an , ~20!
wherean is a unit vector whose only nonzero element is t





am@Mmn2 i exp~ iu!Nmn#. ~21!
To obtain thenth column ofM andN, we solve the output
vector for two different initial condition phases, and use E
~17!.
In our analysis, we use central finite differencing in thej
direction to solve Eq.~15!. There are two sources of numer
cal error in these calculations. The first one is due to





In our calculations, we choose the step size in such a w
that the error in the field amplitude is always less th
531024. The second source of error arises from truncat
the infinite sum of Eq.~11! at a finite mode indexm5ms .
However, the structure ofTmn allows us to represent th
signal field accurately with only the lower-orderms modes,
when the input signal is composed of only a few lower-ord
modes. Under these circumstances, the power that coupl
the higher-order modes (m.ms) is negligible. We have cal-
culated that when the input signal consists of only the fu
damental mode, the first 20 modes at the output are suffic
to represent the output signal field with an error that is a f
orders of magnitude less than that due to the finite step s
One method we have used to investigate the accuracy of
results is to check ifN00 comes out to be a purely real qua
tity, a condition that is a consequence ofN being a Hermitian
matrix.
Once the elements ofM andN are found, the gain of the
DOPA can be calculated for any input signal field. For
arbitrary signal input represented by the vectorA(2j0)
5exp(if)@p0 p1 p2 •••#
T, where pn are the coefficients of









Note that at a fixed value ofj05 l /2z0, the gain depends on
both u and g. In Sec. IV, we use Eq.~23! to calculate the
gain for a Gaussian input signal, and examine the dep
dence of the gain on the parametersu, g, and l /z0.
III. QUADRATURE SQUEEZING
Squeezed states of the light field are most commonly g






































4126 PRA 60KAHRAMAN G. KÖPRÜLÜ AND ORHAN AYTÜRgeneration of squeezed vacuum states with a Gaussian-b
pumped DOPA, and the detection of these states using a
beam of arbitrary profile. Our analysis shows that, the m
sured squeezing is equal to the classical deamplification
perienced by an arbitrary input signal to the DOPA, if t
conjugate of that input were to be used as the LO beam in
detection of squeezed vacuum generated by the same DO
In particular, the maximum squeezing measured by a Ga
ian LO beam is equal to the maximum deamplification t
can be achieved for a Gaussian input signal in a DOP
Therefore, the classical analysis described in Sec. II can
directly used for calculating the squeezing measured at
output of a DOPA.
In the plane-wave theory of DOPA’s, quantizing Eq.~3!
leads to the transformation@9#
b̂5mâ2 i exp~ ifp!nâ
†, ~24!
wherem andn are real quantities given by Eqs.~4! and~5!,
andâ andb̂ are the annihilation operators associated with
input and output signal plane waves, respectively. When
input signal is in a vacuum state, the output signal is in
squeezed vacuum state. Homodyne detection provide
measurement of the variance~noise! in an arbitrary quadra-
ture of the squeezed field@12#. ~In homodyne detection, a
coherent-state plane-wave LO of frequencyv is mixed with
the squeezed field, and the photon number of the resu





@ â exp~2 if!1â† exp~ if!#. ~25!




251/4. The measured quadrature of t




exp~2 if!@m1 i exp~2 iu!n#â1H.c., ~26!
where H.c. stands for the Hermitian conjugate of the fi





um1 i exp~2 iu!nu2, ~27!
which depends on the phase differenceu5fp22f between
the pump and the LO. The ratio of the output and inp






5um1 i exp~2 iu!nu2. ~28!
Maximum squeezing occurs atu52p/2 where S(u) as-
sumes its smallest value of (m2n)2. In this case, the mea
sured quantum noise of the squeezed state becomes l
than the quantum limit by a factor ofR51/min$S(u)%. In the
plane-wave theory, the maximum classical deamplificat





















When the DOPA is pumped by a Gaussian beam,
input to the DOPA can be considered to be the set of
Laguerre-Gaussian modes, each mode being in the vac
state. The annihilation operators of the input modes are
dependent of each other, and hence@ âm ,ân
†#5dmn . Since all
the input modes are in the vacuum state, we have^ânf&50
and ^Dânf
2 &51/4 for all n, where ânf51/2@ ân exp(2if)
1H.c.# is the measured quadrature of thenth mode.
Quantizing Eq.~17! leads to
b̂5Mâ2 i exp~ ifp!Nâ
†, ~29!
whereâ andb̂ are the input and output annihilation operat





Mmnân2 i exp~ ifp!Nmnân
† ~30!






at the plane of detectionj5jd .
An arbitrary LO beam can be expressed as a sum
Laguerre-Gaussian modes. When all modes of the LO ar





whereqm are the complex constants of the mode expans
and d̂ is the annihilation operator corresponding to the c
herent state LO.
In balanced homodyne detection, the LO fieldq̂ is mixed
with the squeezed fieldb̂s , and measurements of the photo
numbers of the resulting beams are realized by two detec
whose photocurrents are subsequently subtracted@12#. The





†q̂1H.c.!r dr . ~33!







Substituting Eq.~30! into Eq. ~34!, interchanging the orde
of the summations, and using the properties thatM is sym-
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Mnmqm* 1 i exp~2 iu!NnmqmU2uau2,
~36!
provided uau2@1. Since a vacuum state input yields^D Î 2&






Mmnqn* 1exp@2 i ~u2p/2!#NmnqnU2,
~37!
where the dummy indicesm andn have been interchanged
Comparing Eq.~37! with Eq. ~23!, we note thatg(u) and
S(u) are given by identical expressions ifqn5pn* , and the
sign of the phase term (u2p/2) is reversed. We conclud
that, except for a shift in phase, the dependence of
squeezing parameter on the phase difference between
pump and the LO is identical to the dependence of the c
sical gain of the DOPA on the phase difference between
pump and the signal input, provided the LO has the con
gate profile of the signal input. In the calculation of the cla
sical gain we consider the coupling of a given set of mo
at the input to all of the modes at the output, whereas
squeezing we consider the coupling of all of the input mo
~each in the vacuum state! to a set of given output mode
~determined by the LO beam!. The equivalence between th
classical and quantum solutions is a consequence of ha
the pump focus at the center of the crystal. The class
input and the LO beams are conjugates of each other s
they are expressed on different sides of the pump focus
Sec. IV, we use this equivalence to calculate the squee
parameter for a Gaussian LO, and examine the depend
of squeezing on the parametersu, g, and l /z0.
IV. GAUSSIAN LOCAL OSCILLATOR
In a typical squeezing experiment, the LO used for hom
dyne detection is a Gaussian beam that has the same con
parameter as the pump. In other words, the LO beam
q̂~r !5G0~r ,jd!d̂ ~38!
is identical to the fundamental Laguerre-Gaussian beam u
in the expansion of the signal field. In this section, we co
sider a Gaussian LO beam, and investigate the dependen
the measured squeezing level on various experimental
rameters. In particular, we determine the limits imposed
GID on the maximum squeezing that can be measured.
The Gaussian LO of Eq.~38! measures only theb̂0 mode
at the DOPA output, and the general expression of Eq.~37!


























Equation~39! shows that there are contributions from all
the input modes in a measurement of the output fundame
mode. This effect is a direct consequence of GID.
As shown in Sec. III, the squeezing setup analyzed her
formally equivalent to the analysis of the gain of a classi
DOPA with an input signal given by
A~2j0!5exp~ ifs!@1 0 0 •••#
T. ~40!





uMm01exp@ i ~u2p/2!#Nm0u2. ~41!
In general, the value ofS depends on the parametersu,







being proportional to the square root of pump powerPp
5pz0c
2e0uAp0u2/8v and the effective nonlinear coefficien
de , is a measure of how strongly the DOPA is pumpe




D ~k2lPp!5S lz0Dg2 ~43!
is a more relevant parameter to investigate, since it is in
pendent of the confocal parameterz0. In a typical experi-
mental setting, the maximum availableD is limited by the
laser power, the crystal length, and the effective nonlin
coefficient. On the other hand, it is usually possible to adj
the value ofz0 by changing the focused spot size of th
pump beam.
Figure 2 illustrates the phase dependences of the squ
ing parameter and the classical gain through an exam
whereS(u) and g(u) are plotted as functions of the phas
differenceu for l /z051 andg54. The minimum values of
S andg occur atus andug , respectively, both points bein
FIG. 2. DOPA gaing(u) ~solid line! and squeezing paramete
S(u) ~dashed line! as functions ofu, whereg54 andl /z051.
4128 PRA 60KAHRAMAN G. KÖPRÜLÜ AND ORHAN AYTÜRFIG. 3. Maximum~amplification! and minimum~deamplification! values of DOPA gaing(u), and the optimum phase differenceug as


































markedly different from2p/2, the value predicted by th
plane-wave theories. Note that a false assumption that m
mum squeezing~minimum S) occurs atu52p/2 results in
an error that is greater than 15 dB. On the other hand,
phase separation between the maximum and minimum po
of S is p, just as in the plane-wave theory. Furthermore
comparison of Eqs.~23! and ~37! shows thatus1ug52p.
This relation, and the symmetry property ofg and S with
respect tou52p/2, are independent of the value ofl /z0.
This is a consequence of definingu at the center of the
crystal. For the alternative definition at the input plane, o
hasus81ug852p12tan
21( l /z0) instead.
Another important quantity is the sensitivity ofS(u) to
the fluctuations in the phase differenceu about its minimum
point us , in other words, the sharpness of the dip in Fig.
In an experiment, the phase difference between the pump
the LO beams fluctuates in time by a certain amount, e
when active stabilization is employed. These fluctuatio
may wash out the squeezing level during the measurem
@8#. We define the normalized 10%~0.41 dB! phase width of
the squeezing parameter asd5Du/2p, whereDu is the full
width at 1.1min$S%. ~For the example shown in Fig. 2,d
58.331023.! In an experiment, if the phase fluctuations b
come larger thand, the maximum squeezing that can b
detected begins to deviate from 1/min$S% significantly.
Therefore, it is desirable to operate at a larged value.
Figure 3 shows the maximum classical amplification a
deamplification@maximum and minimum values ofg(u)# as
functions of g at l /z050.1 andl /z051. The ug values at
which the deamplification is maximized are also included
the figure for eachg value. Note that, in the limit asg
approaches zero,ug approaches the plane-wave theore
value of 2p/2, regardless of the value ofl /z0. This is ex-
pected since in this regime GID effects disappear.~The limit
becomes dependent onl /z0 if the phase difference is define
at the input plane.!
As g is increased, the amplification of the DOPA in
creases without bound. However, maximum deamplificat
is achieved at a particular value ofg, above which the deam














the phase fronts of the signal beam are distorted as the b
propagates through the DOPA crystal. Here the fundame
mode itself may be deamplified more than the overall bea
however, the coupling of the fundamental mode to t
higher-order modes results in an overall decrease in
deamplification. Also note that, the product of maximum a
plification and deamplification is close to unity~as in the
plane-wave theory! for small values ofg, where GID effects
are less pronounced. However, for large values ofg this is
no longer true, and GID effects may become so large t
g(u) may be greater than unity for all values ofu ~for g
.15 in thel /z051 example!. Figure 4 illustrates the phase
front distortions due to GID, where the phase fronts of t
signal and the pump beams are shown forg54, l /z051,
andu5ug . Note the increased divergence of the signal be
towards the output.
At a fixed value ofl /z0, the squeezing parameterS de-
pends on bothu and g. In our analysis, we compute theu
FIG. 4. Phase fronts of the pump and signal beams inside
nonlinear crystal illustrating distortions due to GID, whereg54,
l /z051, and u5ug . The bounding curves show the beam ra
(1/e2 of peak intensity!. For clarity, the wavelength is exaggerate






















PRA 60 4129ANALYSIS OF GAUSSIAN-BEAM DEGENERATE . . .andg values that minimize the squeezing parameter by us
numerical optimization algorithms. Figure 5 shows the ma
mum possible squeezing~deamplification! as a function of
l /z0. The u and D values that maximize squeezing at ea
l /z0 value are also included in the figure. Note that for ea
l /z0 value,D and g are related through Eq.~43!. The nor-
malized phase widthd is also included in the figure.
For small values ofl /z0, the phase difference that max
mizes the squeezing levelus is close to2p/2; this is as
FIG. 5. ~a! Maximum squeezing,~b! required nonlinear driveD,
~c! optimum phase differenceus , and ~d! normalized 10%~0.41
dB! phase widthd as functions ofl /z0.g
i-
h
expected since GID effects are small in this regime. Sque
ing levels larger than 10 dB can be realized forl /z0,0.04.
However, in this regime the nonlinear driveD, and hence the
pump power, required to obtain maximum squeezing
very high. Also note that, the normalized phase widthis
very narrow, less than 331024 for l /z0,0.04.
Squeezing decreases with increasingl /z0 up to l /z0
50.3, while us deviates from2p/2, the requiredD de-
creases, and increases. However forl /z0.0.3, squeezing
begins to increase while the requiredD levels off at about 12
dB. Even thoughd begins to decrease from its maximu
value at l /z050.3, it nevertheless stays relatively hig
Squeezing levels in excess of 10 dB can be obtained w
relatively low nonlinear drive in the 0.9, l /z0,4.2 range. In
this regime,us is significantly different from2p/2, andd
stays greater than;531023. The highest squeezing is 13.
dB and occurs atl /z051.6, where the optimumD is 12.3
dB, andd55.231023.
Even though squeezing in excess of 10 dB is possible
l /z0,0.04, the required nonlinear drive is likely to prohib
working in this regime. The nonlinear drive required
achieve 11.9 dB squeezing atl /z050.01 is approximately
450 times that atl /z051.15~or 2.35! for the same squeezin
level. Furthermore, operating atl /z050.01 requires a phas
stability that is 160 times better than that atl /z051.15 ~or
2.35!. The advantages of working in the largel /z0 regime are
clear.
A comparison of our formulation with previous models
provided in Fig. 6. For two differentl /z0 values, we plot
squeezing~deamplification! as a function ofg using ~A! the
model of Ref.@8#, ~B! the model of Ref.@6#, ~C! our model
with u52p/2, and ~D! our model with u5us . For the
l /z050.1 case in Fig. 6~a!, the results of Ref.@8# ~A! are
essentially reproduced by our model when we setu5
2p/2 (C), both predicting about the same deamplificati
at the sameg. The model of Ref.@6# (B), on the other hand
overestimates the squeezing level since the Gouy phas
the pump is neglected in these calculations. When we su
to its optimum valueus in our model (D), we find higher
levels of squeezing. On the other hand for thel /z051 case in
Fig. 6~b!, the formulation of Ref.@8# ~A! is no longer appli-FIG. 6. Deamplification~or squeezing! a function ofg calculated using~A! the model of Ref.@8#, ~B! the model of Ref.@6#, ~C! our

















































































4130 PRA 60KAHRAMAN G. KÖPRÜLÜ AND ORHAN AYTÜRcable, since this model is valid only forl /z0!1. The model
of Ref. @6# ~B! would have been applicable in this largel /z0
regime, had it contained the necessary Gouy phase and
mized the phase differenceu. We conclude that the squee
ing limits calculated in Ref.@6# are not valid. On the othe
hand, the model of Ref.@8# is not applicable in the high-l /z0
regime where large levels of squeezing at low nonlin
drive values are possible.
The quantum efficiency of homodyne detection plays
important role in squeezing experiments. For a quantum
ficiency of h, the relation between the generated squeez
parameterS and the measured squeezing parameterSm is
given by @12#
Sm5hS1~12h!. ~44!
Therefore, measured squeezing is limited to 1/(12h), re-
gardless of the value ofS.
The conditions for validity and the limitations of th
DOPA model described in this paper should be carefu
pointed out. The perfect phase-matching condition assu
at the beginning breaks down whenl /z0 is so large that the
beam divergence angle becomes comparable to or gre
than the crystal acceptance angle. This is why we have
ited our investigation tol /z0<10. ~The acceptance angle o
typical nonlinear crystals can be as large as a few degree
l /z0 value of 10 implies a pump beam divergence less t
2° at a pump wavelength of 500 nm andl 510 mm.! On the
other hand, our model assumes that there is no walk-of
the transverse plane between the pump and the signal be
This condition is satisfied if noncritical phase matching
employed. However, for critically phase-matched DOPA
our model may not be accurate, depending on the magni
of the walk-off angle. Furthermore, our model is only a
proximately valid for type-II phase-matched DOPA’s.
more accurate analysis should consider the signal and
modes separately during the interaction, and combine th
at the output. Modeling of pulsed DOPA’s should take t
temporal profiles of the pulses into account.
The results shown in Fig. 5 do not reflect the absol
limits of squeezing even within the confines of our model.
the beginning of our analysis, we assumed that the conf
parameters of the signal and pump beams are equal. H
ever, we have found that by allowing the signal and
pump to have differentz0 values, it is possible to increase th
squeezing level, as previously noted in Ref.@7#. For example
at l /z051.6 where squeezing is maximum in Fig. 5, having
0.91 ratio between the confocal parameters of the signal
the pump beams improves squeezing by 0.7 dB. Furt
more, placing the pump focus at the center of the crystal m
not be the optimum strategy either@7#.
In summary, to achieve large levels of squeezing in
experiment where the LO is a Gaussian beam, it is neces
to choosel /z0'1.6 and adjust the pump power to realize t
corresponding optimumD value ~approximately 12 dB!.
This strategy requires much less pump power and phase
bility compared to working in the weak focusing~small l /z0)
regime. A squeezing experiment using a Gaussian LO is
pable of achieving about 13 dB of squeezing, provided th




























V. MATCHED LOCAL OSCILLATOR
The main reason for using a Gaussian LO beam to de
squeezing is experimental convenience. As a consequen
GID, however, a Gaussian LO is not matched to extract
maximum squeezing at the output of a Gaussian-be
pumped DOPA. A LO that is perfectly matched to the DOP
output would be a beam whose mode expansion coeffici
qn minimize S as given in Eq.~37!. There may also be LO
beams that are matched better than a Gaussian but w
than a perfectly matched LO.
The use of matched LO beams for the detection
quadrature squeezing was reported in two experime
@10,11#. Both are based on generating a matched LO be
with an OPA that is identical or similar to the one used f
generating squeezed vacuum. The idea is to mimic the ph
and amplitude distortions of the squeezed field on the
beam so that the two beam profiles may match each oth
In this section, we investigate the generation of a matc
LO through the amplification of a Gaussian beam with
DOPA that is identical to the one used for generating
squeezed vacuum. We show that the squeezing meas
with such a matched LO is equal to the amplification exp
rienced by the Gaussian beam input. In contrast to deam
fication, amplification with a DOPA is not bounded for
Gaussian input, as shown in Fig. 3 and discussed in Sec
Therefore, the use of a matched LO beam alleviates the G
imposed limits on squeezing.
We consider two identical DOPA’s; the first one is us
for amplifying an input Gaussian beam, and the second
for generating squeezed vacuum. The output of the fi
DOPA is then used to measure the squeezed vacuum a
output of the second DOPA in a balanced homodyne c
figuration. Later in this section, we discuss that the sche
analyzed here is identical to the self-generated matched
experiment reported in Ref.@11#, and approximately valid
for the nondegenerate OPA~NOPA! experiment of Ref.@10#.
The Gaussian input to the first DOPA is represented
the initial condition given in Eq.~40!. Using Eq.~17!, the
output field can be written as
A~j0!5Ma01exp@ i ~u12p/2!#Na0 , ~45!
where the unit vectora05@1 0 0 •••#
T, and u15fp1
22fs is the phase difference between the pump and
input signal of this DOPA. The gain is given by Eq.~41!, and
equal tog(u1)5iA(j0)i2, since the input signal has unit
amplitude. Note thatg(u1) assumes its maximum value a
u15ug1p.
The output beam given in Eq.~45! is used as the LO to
detect squeezing at the output of the second DOPA.
mode expansion coefficients of the LO beam are the





Note that, even though the quantum state of this LO beam
not a coherent state, Eq.~37! is still valid since any excess
LO noise is canceled in the balanced homodyne configu
tion @11,13#. Using Eq.~37!, the squeezing detected by th







































PRA 60 4131ANALYSIS OF GAUSSIAN-BEAM DEGENERATE . . .S~u1 ,u2!5iMq* 1exp@2 i ~u22p/2!#Nqi2, ~47!
where u25fp222f is the phase difference between t
pump of the second DOPA and the LO. Note that,
squeezing parameter depends on bothu1 andu2.
Substituting Eq.~46! into Eq. ~47! and using the proper
ties MN* 2NM50 andMM* 2NN5I ~see Appendix B!,




i$11exp@2 i ~u22u1!#%MM* a0
1$exp@2 i ~u12p/2!#
1exp@2 i ~u22p/2!#%MN* a0
2exp@2 i ~u22u1!#Ia0i2. ~48!
Regardless of the value ofu1, the LO phasef, and hence









Note that, Eq.~49! is the minimum of Eq.~48! when u1 is
held constant andu2 is varied. Equation~49! shows that the
measured squeezing level is identical to the classical ga
Equation~49! assumes its lowest value when the gain
the first DOPA is maximized by adjustingfs so that u1
5ug1p. We conclude that the highest squeezing level m
sured by the matched LO is equal to the maximum amp
cation experienced by the Gaussian beam input, i.e.,
R5max$g~u1!%. ~50!
The maximum amplification that can be achieved with
DOPA is not bounded for a Gaussian input beam~see Fig.
3!. Therefore, squeezing is limited only by the available no
linear driveD.
Figure 7 shows the maximum squeezing level as a fu
tion of l /z0 at a number of fixedD values, whereu1 andu2
FIG. 7. Squeezing measured with a matched local oscillator
function of l /z0 at constant nonlinear drive valuesD ranging from 0







have both been optimized at eachD and l /z0 point. For a
fixed nonlinear driveD, squeezing increases rapidly with in
creasingl /z0, reaching a maximum at some relatively larg
value ofl /z0. The peak of each curve in Fig. 7 represents
maximum possible squeezing that can be achieved at
nonlinear drive value. Figure 8 shows the maximum poss
squeezing and the optimall /z0 value as functions of the
available nonlinear driveD. The normalized phase widthd is
also given at each nonlinear drive. For the range ofD values
covered in Fig. 8, the optimuml /z0 is in the 1.4–2.4 range
Therefore, we conclude that, just as in the case of a Gaus
LO, operating in the largel /z0 regime is desirable when
using a matched LO as well.
The advantages of detection with a matched LO rat
than a Gaussian LO are clear. In the matched LO case,
squeezing that can be measured is only limited by the av
able nonlinear driveD, whereas in the case of a Gaussian L
it is limited to about 13 dB because of GID. A comparison
Figs. 8 and 5 provides some quantitative insight into
advantages of using a matched LO. With a Gaussian LO
nonlinear drive of 12 dB is needed for generating ab
13-dB squeezing. The use of a matched LO, on the o
hand, yields a squeezing level of 18.4 dB at the same n
linear drive. On the other hand, the quantum efficiency
homodyne detectionh may be the real limiting factor in an
experimental situation. In such a case, using a matched
~or any other method that increases squeezing! would not
improve the measured squeezing level much. For exampl
h50.8, the 5-dB increase in squeezing gained by usin
matched LO shrinks to a mere 0.5 dB in measured sque
ing.
The analysis presented in this section applies directly
the self-generated matched LO experiment reported in R
@11#. In this experiment, a type-II phase-matched OPA
used for generating squeezed vacuum. The signal mod
the squeezing DOPA is polarized at a;45° angle to the
signal and idler modes of the type-II OPA. However, t
a
FIG. 8. ~a! Maximum squeezing,~b! optimuml /z0, and~c! nor-































































4132 PRA 60KAHRAMAN G. KÖPRÜLÜ AND ORHAN AYTÜRnondegeneracy in polarization allows this OPA to be used
two identical DOPA’s that have orthogonally polarized s
nal modes@11#. A Gaussian input to the orthogonally pola
ized DOPA mode facilitates the generation of a matched
by the same OPA. Note that the self-generated LO sch
cannot be used with type-I DOPA’s. However, an identi
but separate DOPA can still be used for generating
matched LO beam.
In the experiment reported in Ref.@10#, squeezing is gen
erated with a type-II OPA similar to the one in Ref.@11#.
However, in this experiment the idler output of a NOPA
used as the matched LO beam. Analyzing this configurat
we have found that this LO beam is matched to the squee
field much better than a Gaussian LO, although not as g
as the self-generated LO. However, the difference betw
the two matched LO’s is minimal when the classical gain
the LO generating OPA is high. This is as expected, since
difference between the idler and signal fields decreases
idly with increasing gain.
In summary, a matched LO beam can be generated u
a DOPA that is identical to the one used for generat
squeezed vacuum. The squeezing that can be generate
detected with such a setup is limited only by the availa
nonlinear drive, the phase stability, and the quantum e
ciency.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a detailed and accu
model of squeezed-state generation using Gaussian-b
pumped DOPA’s. This model incorporates diffractive effe
resulting from transverse gain variations in the tight focus
regime as well as the weak.
The theoretical framework of this paper has shown t
for a Gaussian-beam pumped DOPA, there is a form
equivalence between the classical small-signal gain and
squeezing parameter, just as in the plane-wave theory.
cording to this, the classical deamplification experienced
an arbitrary input signal beam is equal to the measu
squeezing, when the conjugate of this beam is used as
LO in the homodyne detection of squeezed vacuum ge
ated by the same DOPA~except for a shift in phase!.
Applying our formalism to the case of a Gaussian L
beam, we found that in general the phase difference
maximizes squeezing depends on the ratio of the cry
length to the confocal parameter of the pump beam (l /z0).
Even though this phase difference is close to the plane-w
theoretic value of2p/2 for weak focusing (l /z0!1), it de-
viates from this value significantly as the focus becom
tighter. More significantly, the squeezing predicted at
phase difference of2p/2 is usually several dB lower tha
that at the optimum phase difference. This behavior is
particular to the Gaussian LO case, but applies to any
beam.
In the Gaussian LO case, GID effects impose a limit
the maximum squeezing that can be achieved. This limit
pends on the value ofl /z0, and achieving it requires a spe
cific pump power~nonlinear drive!. In the weak focusing
regime, even though the limit on squeezing is not stringe
the pump power required to achieve it is prohibitively hig







































dB of squeezing can be generated with much less pu
power. Another advantage of operating in this regime is
reduced phase stability requirements in the experime
setup, as reflected in the much larger phase-width valued.
In this paper, we have also investigated the generation
use of matched LO beams in the detection of squee
vacuum at the output of a Gaussian-beam pumped DOPA
matched LO generated by amplifying a Gaussian input sig
with a DOPA is found to alleviate GID-induced limits o
squeezing. In this scheme, we found that the measu
squeezing is equal to the classical amplification of the L
generating DOPA, and is limited only by the available pum
power.
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APPENDIX A: M IS SYMMETRIC AND N IS HERMITIAN
In this appendix, we show that the matricesM andN that









whereT is the coefficient matrix of Eq.~15!. Since the beam
waist of the pump is located at the center of the nonlin
crystal, these conditions are satisfied by the coefficient m
trix whose elements are given in Eq.~16!.




where the elements ofA and T8 are complex quantities
Equation ~A4! can be converted to an equation involvin





dj FXYG5FU VV 2UGFXYG . ~A7!
The linearity of Eq.~A7! allows us to write the solution atj,
given the initial condition atj8 (j.j8), using a state tran-
sition matrixc(j,j8) as




PRA 60 4133ANALYSIS OF GAUSSIAN-BEAM DEGENERATE . . .For the problem at hand, the initial condition is specified
j52j0 and the solution is sought atj5j0. Therefore, a
new state transition matrix can be defined asC(j0)
5c(j0 ,2j0). Taking the derivative ofC(j0) and using









2V 2UG . ~A9!
We define a new matrixG5C2P CTP, where
P5F I 00 2I G , ~A10!









2V 2UG . ~A11!
Note thatC(0)5I when j050, which implies thatG(0)
50. With this initial condition, the solution of Eq.~A11!
becomesG(j0)50 for all j0. Using the defining equation






T G . ~A12!
Therefore, the solution of Eq.~A4! can be rewritten as
FX~j0!Y~j0!G5F C11~j0! C12~j0!2C12T ~j0! C22~j0!GFX~2j0!Y~2j0!G , ~A13!
or, in complex form, as
A~j0!5MA~2j0!1NA* ~2j0!, ~A14!
where the matricesM andN are given by
M5S C111C222 2 i C121C12
T
2 D , ~A15!
N5S C112C222 1 i C122C12
T
2 D . ~A16!
As a consequence of Eq.~A12!, the matricesM and N are
found to be symmetric and Hermitian, respectively.
The solution of Eq.~15! can be obtained using the solu
tion of Eq. ~A4!. Rewriting Eq.~15! as
d
dj
A52 i exp~ ifp!T8A* , ~A17!tand using the transformationA85A exp(fp/22p/4), Eq.




From Eq.~A14!, the solution ofA8 is found to be
A8~j0!5MA8~2j0!1NA8* ~2j0!, ~A19!
from which we can write the solution ofA as
A~j0!5MA~2j0!2 i exp~ ifp!NA* ~2j0!. ~A20!
APPENDIX B: MM * 2NN5I AND MN * 2NM 50
The general solution of Eq.~A4! as given in Eq.~A8! can
be rewritten in complex form as
A~j,j8!5M ~j,j8!A~2j8!1N~j,j8!A* ~2j8!. ~B1!
Substituting Eq.~B1! into Eq. ~A4!, we obtain
d
dj




The initial conditions are
M ~j8,j8!5I , ~B4!
N~j8,j8!50. ~B5!







~MTN* 2N†M !50. ~B7!
Using Eqs.~B4!, ~B5!, ~B6!, and~B7!, we end up with
MTM* 2N†N5I , ~B8!
MTN* 2N†M50. ~B9!
When the pump focus is at the center of the interacti
the results of Appendix A can be used to write Eqs.~B8! and
~B9! as
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